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This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to 
Covid-19 and vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in South Africa, as part 
of the RCCE Social Listening team. Thans to all who submitted.  
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1. SA Red Cross Society: Feedback from communities 

(Prepared by Koketso Thema) 

 
Figure 1: RCCE volunteers sharing information about 

vaccine and collecting feedback at Khembo in Musina, 
Limpopo Province. Volunteers reached around 60 people 
through door-to-door and community engagement  
 

 The South African Red Cross Society 
(SARCS) continues to play its auxiliary role with 
the National Government and its different 
departments such as Health, Basic Education 
and Social Development. This is through the 
preservation of lives through prevention of 
infections, outbreaks and epidemics which can 
perpetuate vulnerabilities. 

 The Red Cross continues to implement 
vaccine promotion and COVID-19 awareness 

programmes through Risk Communication and Community Engagement (RCCE) 
by making use of the community feedback mechanism throughout the 9 provinces 

 Our strong and community-rooted volunteer base in the length and breadth of the 
country allows for the National Society to collect data and disseminate key 
messaging to the members of the community on vaccinations, preventative 
measures, and WASH  

 The National Society has been paying attention to key and vulnerable populations 
which may have limited access to services necessary to prevent the infection of 
COVID-19. Vulnerable groups such as undocumented persons were targeted in 
our interventions in collaboration with community leaders, educators, traditional 
leaders and other non-governmental agencies 

 There is continued attention placed on the affected areas in Kwa-Zulu Natal due to 
the recent floods as the affected persons are currently in different community halls 
and centres for temporary settlement. The overcrowding in the community halls 
poses a threat as this could potentially cause an outbreak 

 There has been a rise in new infections of COVID-19 in the few 7 days due to 
continuing economic activity such as concerts, more conferences and stadiums 

  The Health and Care Office in SARCS at National Level provided the Provinces 
and Branches with an epidemiological update on the status of COVID-19 in South 
Africa such as the number of vaccines administered, status of the 5th Wave in SA, 
the number of new cases and recoveries through official communication.  
 

Perceptions and attitudes towards the vaccine and the amended regulations: 

 “is there a need to take the booster even if I have caught this virus?” 

 “the lockdown is over, why are we still wearing masks” 

 “is this vaccine harmful in women and children?” 

 “are we going to wear masks forever?”  

 “why are we changing the Health Act?” 

 “they recalled the J&J vaccine, I have been warning them about this” 
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Community Engagement in East London, Eastern Cape 

Figure 2: SARCS in East 
London celebrated Red 
Cross Day (8 May) with 
school learners at 
Mpongo Primary School, 
where the volunteers did 
dissemination and 
distributed masks to 
school learners and 
assist the personnel with 
screening and 
prevention of COVID-19 
spread in Communities 
and at schools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community engagement in Northern Cape 
 

Figure 3 SARCS in 
Northern Cape on the 
16th of May assisting with 
vaccine registration in a 
local  chool. This is whilst 
the province was 
conducting vaccine 
promotion, WASH and 
distribution of masks in 
the school. 200 learners 
have so far been 
registered for vaccination 
through the EVDS 
system. 
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2. UNICEF (Janine, Daniel and Pumla) 
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3. National Institute of Communicable Diseases (Nileen) 

 
SOCIAL LISTENING – OVERVIEW  

• More talk about:  
• Relevance of reporting / COVID fatigue 
• Vaccine efficacy and side-effects 

• Less talk about:  
• Deaths to be broken down into vaccinated and unvaccinated  
• Resurgence in COVID-19 cases / 5th wave  
• Increased positivity rate 
• BA.4 and BA.5 lineages  
• Natural immunity  

SOCIAL LISTENING - PRIMARY TRENDS 

COVID-19 reporting relevance and fatigue – comments include:  
• “Why is this still needed??  Waste of money as the pandemic is now nothing 

more than a flu as I understand.  Data of vaccine adverse effects would now be 
more of an significance to save lives and gain confidence in that it is not all 
about money.” 

• “When you increase the tests you get higher numbers. It does not take a 
statistician to work that out. The numbers that are important to the public are 
primarily the rate of death and hospitalization against the population. We can 
assess our own risk with that info thanks.” 

• “All this reports about Covid are not true!” 
• “Can y'all leave us alone we still dealing with the president that's planning a 

multi million rand flag....” 
• “Why are you still recording this?” 
• “We do not care. Provide us with a breakdown of every other death on a daily 

basis” 
• “Who cares, the whole World has lied to their people. Everything around Covid-

19 is now quiet. Why are we still wearing masks.” 
 
SOCIAL LISTENING - PRIMARY TRENDS 
COVID-19 vaccines, vaccination and side effects:  
Mostly negative sentiment, with comments concerning natural immunity coming to the 
fore again . 

• “After taking da jab my eczema started spreading like a wildfire” 
• “I wanted it, I got it and it was absolutely nothing. I will wash my hands when I 

feel that it is necessary, thank you. Oh and I certainly don’t and won’t live in fear 
of Covid.” 

• “The vaccine is killing people. Why don't you provide the numbers for the 
vaccinated who have died as a result of the vaccine. Your information is 
deceiving the people because you are not providing the full truth.” 

• “Looks like we reached the peak and on our way down. Population Natural 
immunity 1 Omicron 0. Vaccines null and void”  

• “It looks like the new OMICRON variants BA4 and BA5 might not be so severe 
as past variants. It seems like people are not feeling sick enough to get tested.” 
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NPI’s 

Comments include: 
• “They are pushing the numbers, to justify their reason for forcing us to wear masks 

for the rest of our lives.” 
• “Take away the masks! 

COVID-19 fifth wave 

Comments include: 
• “Seems the much anticipated 5th wave didn't perform as expected.” 
• “A lot of people do not test anymore. I was in quarantine for 7 days because my 

partner tested positive but I showed no symptoms” 
 
COVID-19 SURVEILLANCE REPORTS – Week 19 

• The Gauteng Province reported the highest number of cases and hospital 
admissions.  

• There was 9% decrease in the number of new admissions in week 19. Delays in 
reporting of admissions and deaths may affect the numbers reported. 

• The percentage testing positive was 25.3%, which was 1.1% lower than the 
previous week. 

• The percentage testing positive was highest in the 10-14 years age group (31,3%). 
• Younger people have a lower vaccination coverage, and are likely having lower 

immunity and are more susceptible to infection. 
• The ministerial advisory committee is currently working on an advisory on 

vaccinating 5-12-year-olds. 
 

4. Community Constituency Front (Nnete) 

 Some reports of vaccination from fear of hospitalization and death is increasing 
rapidly  

 There is still uncertainty about time intervals regarding when to get the booster 
shots, and about vaccination of people without ID documents. 

 There’s still ongoing issue regarding the locations of vaccination sites (map)  

 There’s also uncertainty regarding the verification and relevance about Covid 
vaccine information shared across social media and print media. Changes in 
messaging is a contributing factor leading to vaccine hesitancy  

 Adverse events are the main reason why a lot of people are not vaccinating or resist 
vaccination 

 Some youth still have mistrust in communication shared by National 
Communication Partners and social media influencers with big number of following. 

 

5. Real411 (William) 

Seeing common occurrence of phishing scams like this one below: 
Then some complaints about ‘fakedemic”. 
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6. University of the Free State (Study) 

(Herkulaas, Katinka, Phelokazi, Elizabeth) 

This report consists of online conversations about COVID-19, vaccine concerns and 
misinformation spread through social network platforms such as Telegram, Facebook 
and Twitter. The conversations that have generated more traction and chatter online 
fall under the popular hashtags #Pfizer documents and #Vaccineinjuries.  

The reissue of the Pfizer documents has caused a lot of uproar within the anti-vax 
communities online. These communities have been spreading rumours about the 
dangers of the vaccines to pregnant women and that vaccines can cause death and 
harm to people. Pfizer vaccine is not the only COVID-19 vaccine that has come under 
fire online, the Johnson & Johnson vaccine has been questioned because of the FDA’s 
restrictions related to this specific vaccine causing blood clots in some patients.  

Recommendations 

 Share information specific to pregnant woman and vaccines in pregnant woman 

 Emphasise the types of side effects of the vaccine, and why they occur in some 
patients (from minor to moderate) 

 A need to highlight the repetitive misinformation that keeps circulating 

Highlights 

 C-19 vaccines are unsafe for pregnant women as it can result in miscarriages. 

 COVID-19 vaccines can cause harm and even death to people. 

 FDA restricts the use of J&J vaccines because of blood clotting threat. 

Pregnant woman and the use of COVID-19 vaccines 

The popular hashtag #Pfizer documents have been used online to question the 
science behind the vaccines with many people questioning the experts and 
governments’ intentions for pushing the vaccination agenda. These documents have 
been used as evidence by the public to back up claims of harm and injury caused by 
COVID-19 vaccines.  

The latest is that COVID-19 vaccines are unsafe and should not be administered to 
pregnant women. It is said that these vaccines cause miscarriages and premature 
births. Many online groups such as SAVAERS, No Vaccine Mandate South Africa 
and Universities Alliance SA have published articles to discredit vaccines while 
emphasizing the dangers of getting vaccinated. An article was published online by 
Sonia Elijah who has used the Pfizer documents to question on what grounds pregnant 
women should be administered COVID-19 vaccines.  

The tittle of her article reads as follows “On what basis are pregnant women being 
encouraged to take the Pfizer vaccine?” In this article, she develops a lot of points 

to build up the argument that the Pfizer vaccine is not safe for pregnant women. She 
starts off by pointing out that there is missing information associated with the “use of 
the vaccine in pregnancy and lactation which was excluded in the original Pfizer 
documents”. She claims that in the reissue of the documents, there is evidence of “413 
adverse cases [that] were reported with 84 classified as serious”.  

Sonia Elijah uses a lot of statistics to drive the point where she details the pregnancy 
outcomes:  
“Pregnancy outcomes for the 270 pregnancies were reported as spontaneous 
abortion, 23 outcomes pending, 5 premature births with neonatal deaths, 
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spontaneous abortion with intrauterine death 2 each, spontaneous abortion with 
neonatal death. No outcome was provided for 238 pregnancies”.  
She later claims that “the fact that out of the 270 pregnancies, 23 were reported as 
spontaneous abortion is disturbing but equally so is the further revelation that for the 
remaining 238 pregnancies, no outcome was provided.”  

Social media users have used this article to express their feeling with one user writing  
“As a pregnant woman, you can’t eat blue cheese, but you can get injected with 
13 to 50 billion lipid nanoparticles repeatedly”. 
 
Misinformation and vaccine injuries 

The online chatter about vaccine injuries has been the same with the public claiming 
vaccines can cause harm and even death. The umbrella claim is that vaccines cause 
an increase in chronic illnesses. Many feel that COVID-19 vaccines are more likely to 
kill people than to save lives. Chronic illnesses being associated with COVID-19 
vaccines include, cancer, heart disease, high blood pressure, dementia and many 
others. Articles online claim that “vaccines are not preventing infections, either 

Walgreens data shows that during the week of April 19 to 25, only 13% of unvaccinated 
tested positive for COVID-19 in comparison to 23,1% of those who received two doses 
and 26,3% of those who received a third dose at least five months ago have tested 
positive for the disease”. 

Such claims have fuelled the mistrust and dislike for the vaccines people have, so 
much so that people are willing to commit crimes just to avoid getting the shot. One 
online user advertised their services they offer to people without getting the jab.  
“With the services of our healthcare unit organization we help the population to 
get (without the vaccine) vax card, QR Code, vax certificate, negative result 
certificate, vax passport, exemption letter, RT PCR test and antigen test kids. All 
cards/passes are authentic and verified in various databases NHS, CDC, NSW” 
Johnson and Johnson vaccine 

he J&J vaccine has come under fire on online platforms ever since it was reported that 
SAHPRA is reviewing the shot because of rare incidents of recipients of J&J 
developing blood clots after having received the vaccination. This also comes after the 
US regulator limited use of the shot. “This comes after the United States restricted the 
use of the J&J vaccine after the US Food and Drug Administration FDA investigated 
cases reporting Thrombosis with Thrombocytopenia syndrome TTS. The FDA found 
a risk of TTS approximately one to two weeks following administration of the Janssen 
COVID-19 vaccine. This warranted the body to limit the use of the vaccine to people 
over 18”. After this revelation, the public has been asking whether this open the door 
for claims against the government for negligence. Many people have expressed their 
feeling regarding this matter. 

The comments are as follows: 
“Johnson and Johnson back where it started: FDA restricts use of J&J COVID-
19 shot because of blood clot threat. Last month, when J&J said it would not 
include COVID-19 vaccine sales in its revenue forecast for the year, it seemed 
an obituary was being written for the ill-fated Jab. The FDA has restricted the 
use of the J&J vaccine” 
“All those that took the J&J can all know now that they were guinea pigs in this 
clinical trial and they were experimented on, so much for ‘conspiracy theories’”  
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7. NDOH Input – 12 – 19 May 2022 

 
“All of these indicators provide useful information about the trajectory of community 
level transmission. But none of them translates into individual infection risk, risk of 
severe disease, or risk of overwhelming the health system. Use of masks and avoiding 
crowded or poorly-ventilated indoor spaces and large gatherings can still be important 
tools to reduce risk of infection during times of relatively high transmission. In addition, 
vaccination remains the most effective tool for reducing individual-level risk of severe 
illness.” Here 

18 May 2022 (EWN)  

- nearly all South Africans now have some form of immunity Here 
- the current resurgence has only seen a small increase in hospitalisations Here 

- The shift to resurgences driven by sub-lineages rather than new variants 
potentially heralds a change in the evolutionary pattern of the virus and a move 
to it becoming endemic. Here 

- nearly all South Africans now have some form of immunity Here 

- the current resurgence has only seen a small increase in hospitalisations Here 
- The shift to resurgences driven by sub-lineages rather than new variants 

potentially heralds a change in the evolutionary pattern of the virus and a move 
to it becoming endemic. Here 

EWN: Covid-19, vaccine and mask fatigued, some still in denial, and others don’t care 
to read or seek new information:  (Here) and (Here) 

- We don't care of your COVID-19, we don't want regulations and not interested with numbers 
going high or low. Just scrap the whole nonsense. In UK, life is normal,.  

- I am not vaccinated, I caught the flu on the 5th May 22 I am healed, which means I've 
survived 5th wave. Please focus on crucial issues & stop wanting to make people to depend 
on vaccine. 

- It means nothing, leave us alone, more people are dying from other diseases than covid 
- We don't give a crap anymore. We want our freedom back without any face nappies. 
- Why doesnt the media report on natural immunity, and healthy living habits, teach people 

on how to protect themselves against respiratory infections since we in winter.  
- Like seriously now can you just scrape that word covid already. This is beginning to irritate 

me to the core now. Covid has died months ago and…  
- Get this country in order and stop talking about crap. We were the puppets far too long.  
- Can we please just stop this utter nonsense. Stop the testing. Stop the mask wearing. Just 

find something else to write about while you're at it 
- I’m not going to read anything more about covid. I'm so done with this. I never worn a 

mask. only to enter the shops, never got covid not once. 
- No fancy names! It’s winter, this happens every year. I had flu - tested negative for Covid. 
- Please stop spinning this narrative. We know what’s going on! 
- Creating a smoke screen so they can line their pockets once again. Old story. Old news 
- Look at all these people who didn't read the article !!!! 

- Good news is vaccinations stand at more than 35,000,000. Thank you SA 

https://theconversation.com/south-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means-183255
https://ewn.co.za/2022/05/18/south-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means
https://ewn.co.za/2022/05/18/south-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means
https://ewn.co.za/2022/05/18/south-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means
https://ewn.co.za/2022/05/18/south-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means
https://ewn.co.za/2022/05/18/south-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means
https://ewn.co.za/2022/05/18/south-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fewn.co.za%2F2022%2F05%2F18%2Fsouth-africa-has-entered-a-new-phase-of-the-covid-pandemic-what-that-means%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR05wu4uW4Ry0JJbBRc_m-JCbQqDGB6EtD_juBxMPJBu9OgJzobFoiq1doo&h=AT1E7tCacC3FtjL8RewUJ7QWJZ1keCKElJdHQKBhsl6sZCusHT0pd-uEUCJsXir25Qq_RYV3_qbLD9wdje89_LWkaV2AmhY5kutYF1qM-3RebdRWnSSMkXwcb48i3ZV7d5hk&__tn__=H-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3UXryno_DoJV8wLylw6OQdRixRbzjNd2sUszK_HVSfrL6um9qAVD__bn9bw57H87fbJ8E5wp154ksh4SaeY_3k8d2uKQ6eQzJ4ypMBNSTLKG8ljG9T4VfwWQSHqTxySYBoXWMbHKdG_IagAECXs_OkEaBkIUQV59Slj-lrRtg_V08
https://web.facebook.com/EyewitnessNews/?_rdc=1&_rdr
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19 May 2022 - Hospitalisations in the province are around a third of what was seen 
during the fourth wave, and have begun to off, he said. Deaths, meanwhile, are still 
rising – but this is expected as deaths lag infection and hospitalisation data by some 
margin. “Overall, trends in this BA.4 and BA.5 driven fifth wave of Covid infections in 
Gauteng continue as expected: A high number of infections – underestimated – but 
significantly fewer hospitalisations and deaths due to high level of population 
immunity,” (Here) 

 
18 May 2022 on Twitter; (Here) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://businesstech.co.za/news/trending/587880/covid-fifth-wave-has-peaked-in-gauteng-expert/
https://twitter.com/rid1tweets/status/1527004094145126401?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1527004094145126401%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbusinesstech.co.za%2Fnews%2Ftrending%2F587880%2Fcovid-fifth-wave-has-peaked-in-gauteng-expert%2F
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18 May 2022 (HealthZA Facebook) - Two years later people continue to debate 
about whether Covid-19 exists, with some believing that "it is impossible to tell flu 

from Covid-19" due to their similar symptoms and that all the facts about Covid are 
either "speculation" or "out of date", while others refer to their past experiences to 
prove Covid's reality; "...if you have lost people within 2 to 3 days of being covid 
positive then maybe you will realize that Covid exists" etc.. (Here) 

- “Common sense. It’s winter people are catching flu not Covid-19 and other countries 
have cancelled all Covid restrictions because they realized that there’s no covid” 
(Here) 

- “.. when you have lost people within 2 to 3 days of being covid positive then maybe 
you will realise that Covid is real.” (Here) 

- “More than half of the new cases are from vaccinated people, but you won't mention 
it ..” (Here) 

- “..you can’t tell common flu apart from the so-called covid when they have same 
symptoms?” (Here) 

-  “yesssss……common sense does not exist in South Africa like believing that 99 % 
of doctors are wrong .. when they suggest getting the vaccine…” (Here) 

- “… please show your factual evidence. This is speculation. “ and “...your so called 
facts are also almost a year old already. Please show something up to date….” 
(Here) 

- “If nothing is being done, RSA likely to go back to extreme lockdown just like China 
is doing…’ Here 

- “I seriously have a problem with people who find these statistics funny. Some of us 
have lost our loved ones to Covid and we are concerned about the well-being of 
others during this pandemic. (Here) 

- I AGREE TOTALLY, ITS BEYOND CRUEL! (Here) 
- Is KZN punished for starting "The July unrest"? (Here) 
- Good question & Limpopo gets a free pass (Here) 
- KZN has the highest number of new cases since the flloods (Here)” 

A video clip about “the deaths they are not talking about” trending Here and 
shared on Healthza Facebook as a must watch with negative sentiments, 
promoting action against the WHO’s Covid-19 mandates  

- “..wondering why SA does not have the option to petition against the WHO 
pandemic treaty before 22 May like the UK does on their website?” Here 

- “We must appreciate Covid as it showed us just how Corrupt our Leaders, 
Scientists, down to Media are...” (Here) 

- “Please maan , do we still have COVID or common flu?..” (Here) 
- “Let's just get the flu vaccine cause everyone is walking around with flu..” 
- “It's so ridiculous that people still think that vaccines are harmful” Here 
- “So please explain why the vaccinated person is sicker than everyone else with 

covid right now?” Here 
- “How can you say it has no harmful substances when I am proof of adverse effects 

of the vaccine.” Here 
- It's anything but safe, it's the reason that people get sick, and reason that the people 

getting allergic reactions to food, clothing…” Here 
- “Safe or not i am not taking vaccine” Here 

 

 

https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=379329147573498&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXOhizBmd6jTvFEiUX6hxTqygNivyQwAYAA3DQZyDbUEKVn0YF7HwN-NH7Bqmcp_4_3Bo5FftppqYx_nC0nJ6M6439fNlO4nX_muBazXfPK7Ywlyhf44hj8wtdeWhypm9JXIFIh0jmw9iTiuZwStiIF&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=379329147573498&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXOhizBmd6jTvFEiUX6hxTqygNivyQwAYAA3DQZyDbUEKVn0YF7HwN-NH7Bqmcp_4_3Bo5FftppqYx_nC0nJ6M6439fNlO4nX_muBazXfPK7Ywlyhf44hj8wtdeWhypm9JXIFIh0jmw9iTiuZwStiIF&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=383506877155725&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWe5oufGhhVzXt5r2uFmRKQwGRRvGp269YIiAuGSCooj4UC7d-aImnfEe9cKzzP_flwN8Ctytd3v1xsay_gf0H08YbwGwfS2Bs-shtDb7lClkAxb3Mlym6mjzDhs7kVutCAsC2l6lI1OvdQ-KcZDQ06&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=383506877155725&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWe5oufGhhVzXt5r2uFmRKQwGRRvGp269YIiAuGSCooj4UC7d-aImnfEe9cKzzP_flwN8Ctytd3v1xsay_gf0H08YbwGwfS2Bs-shtDb7lClkAxb3Mlym6mjzDhs7kVutCAsC2l6lI1OvdQ-KcZDQ06&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=383506877155725&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWe5oufGhhVzXt5r2uFmRKQwGRRvGp269YIiAuGSCooj4UC7d-aImnfEe9cKzzP_flwN8Ctytd3v1xsay_gf0H08YbwGwfS2Bs-shtDb7lClkAxb3Mlym6mjzDhs7kVutCAsC2l6lI1OvdQ-KcZDQ06&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=383506877155725&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWe5oufGhhVzXt5r2uFmRKQwGRRvGp269YIiAuGSCooj4UC7d-aImnfEe9cKzzP_flwN8Ctytd3v1xsay_gf0H08YbwGwfS2Bs-shtDb7lClkAxb3Mlym6mjzDhs7kVutCAsC2l6lI1OvdQ-KcZDQ06&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=383506877155725&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWe5oufGhhVzXt5r2uFmRKQwGRRvGp269YIiAuGSCooj4UC7d-aImnfEe9cKzzP_flwN8Ctytd3v1xsay_gf0H08YbwGwfS2Bs-shtDb7lClkAxb3Mlym6mjzDhs7kVutCAsC2l6lI1OvdQ-KcZDQ06&__tn__=EH-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fthehighwire.com%2Fwatch%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0yriyu-GIUGrsJdVFK6A28x3km_5JtQoukrg7addNAhqnen9QhbqZCd3g&h=AT2Jqxio0KsDiiXVhKJmqWG6XpOguFSItzdOZcv13Iz_0Nl4tNq_4W6vB1dQ8gD5PjWpK4mALQLvIt9U--ExKNJ7dcuVOWrQTzx8ZDJEI39zGQhFhKvqCRqdqBVDKISZMwyl&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT03nd_IawbBgRDHO6wyoYaCL0sqWt0Ht7hNo7lJTlD09qjonSuuNI75Pouf4F4o4HFCg5qN_aWtkzC2NtXVweTWao3T5Ep5p3N8L6jnqPoeWCh8o6DHHtdoK48R-XVnfEV4is6hIWRv9BFX-zD45IKzLDagAsI-LbpazeVAsvsb4g
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/614335
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/614335
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382119243961155&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXQRJY3sD7Opvc2XsxswWejEA7vD3pp2PPifMU64xWKmI99jZ67X0d0k_RuditgsTB7WOKoBBCtZyBlICyeoyZSJO0Yy3bh4f3cc9oxE5eRQZ5nh8iIjdwbULZ_g9rVQkS0RIh0fjCU5S_JSXvHFZSj&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=382755167230896&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXblaA7B6kWmZlYxTU9f4G72mv21SCHuI2MmWPln3nDYheqZN1mWpxRGlQJFQgXvAjVACPTXNwqkkOgrew2Ahlhg6-F7Nxq5XmHzo98Zcebf4vUnPSTlQL4rm_rC3nuaf-QgDejZwvplmRK851DCd1n&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=381149114058168&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXhDi_CXwpgSF6Rsc7YwbdMHuS9hfN-G2Q8G2fq_G-EMw3ynpPfhXU2EM91ABxsMDJpRg5KBlPTc-QBXRAtxpRVhl0O8JafZX1oenfhksDVsTkmygMkT5ShkANYoMRmk0zpl_5zKVopeCeoxC9JA4Iw&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=381149114058168&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXhDi_CXwpgSF6Rsc7YwbdMHuS9hfN-G2Q8G2fq_G-EMw3ynpPfhXU2EM91ABxsMDJpRg5KBlPTc-QBXRAtxpRVhl0O8JafZX1oenfhksDVsTkmygMkT5ShkANYoMRmk0zpl_5zKVopeCeoxC9JA4Iw&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=381149114058168&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXhDi_CXwpgSF6Rsc7YwbdMHuS9hfN-G2Q8G2fq_G-EMw3ynpPfhXU2EM91ABxsMDJpRg5KBlPTc-QBXRAtxpRVhl0O8JafZX1oenfhksDVsTkmygMkT5ShkANYoMRmk0zpl_5zKVopeCeoxC9JA4Iw&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=381149114058168&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXhDi_CXwpgSF6Rsc7YwbdMHuS9hfN-G2Q8G2fq_G-EMw3ynpPfhXU2EM91ABxsMDJpRg5KBlPTc-QBXRAtxpRVhl0O8JafZX1oenfhksDVsTkmygMkT5ShkANYoMRmk0zpl_5zKVopeCeoxC9JA4Iw&__tn__=EH-R
https://web.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=381149114058168&set=a.298350229004724&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXhDi_CXwpgSF6Rsc7YwbdMHuS9hfN-G2Q8G2fq_G-EMw3ynpPfhXU2EM91ABxsMDJpRg5KBlPTc-QBXRAtxpRVhl0O8JafZX1oenfhksDVsTkmygMkT5ShkANYoMRmk0zpl_5zKVopeCeoxC9JA4Iw&__tn__=EH-R
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18 May 2022 on HealthZA Twitter responding to the Covid-19 daily updates (Here) 

 

 

16 May 2022 on HealthZA Twitter responding to this poster: (Here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/HealthZA/status/1526993232168632322?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Etweet
https://twitter.com/HealthZA/status/1526993232168632322?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Etweet
https://twitter.com/HealthZA/status/1526132485125439490?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Etweet
https://twitter.com/HealthZA/status/1526132485125439490?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Etweet
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HealthZA YOUTUBE 

Last poar 12 April 2022, with 264 937 views 

 

Total reach on NDOH HealthZA Social Media platforms 19 May 2022 

Platform Date Item Total 
reactions 

Likes Dislikes Comments Shares 

Facebook 19/5 C-19 updates 449 375 124 39 34 

 18/5  884 387 497 276 76 

 17/5  787 646 141 77 11 

 16/5  809 801 8 78 48 

  Vaccine facts 538 422 116 280 27 

 15/5 C-19 updates 919 777 142 115 77 

 14/5  947 760 187 164 83 

        

Platforrms Date Item Retweets Likes  Qoutes  

Twitter 19/5 C-19 updates 18 23  1  

 18/5  26 45  4  

 17/5  22 33  1  

 16/5  35 59  5  

  Vaccine facts 16 30  1  

 15/5 C-19 updates 22 57  35  

 14/5  36 63  39  

        

Plaforms Date Item Views Likes Dislikes Comments Shares 

YouTube        

        

  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUb9CHxd9ks
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8. Health Systems Trust (Antoinette, Willemien) 

The contributions below are taken from our weekly trawl for HST’s two external-
facing public health newsletters, the 60 percent and HST Bulletin  
https://www.hst.org.za/publications/Pages/HSTBulletin.aspx  
https://www.hst.org.za/Pages/Subscription.aspx 

Themes we focus on and also picked up on: 

 COVID-19 infections and vaccinations in KZN (Communicable diseases alert) 

 Covid-19 Misinformation and Disinformation 

 Anti-vaccination  

 Vaccine Mandating (new guidelines) 

 Updates: progress on vaccines, new variants etc. 

 Pandemic and healthcare workers 

 Pandemic and women 

 Pandemic and children 

 Vaccination in sports 

COVID-19 infections and vaccinations in KwaZulu-Natal  
SA cannot recover fully till KZN is back on track — Ramaphosa 
Times Live | 15 May 2022 

The economic reconstruction and recovery under way 
across the country in the aftermath of the Covid-19 
pandemic cannot succeed without the swift, 
comprehensive and sustainable recovery of the economy 
of KwaZulu-Natal. 
That is why the government is firmly committed to giving 
the business community in KwaZulu-Natal all the 
necessary support, resources and technical capacity to 
recover from the recent catastrophic floods, President 
Cyril Ramaphosa said on Sunday. 
He said the disaster proved “we are not as ready to deal 
with natural disasters”. 
“The collective state of readiness for natural disasters has 
to be drastically improved, and disaster risk assessments 

by all provinces have to be regular and ongoing.”  Here 

 

oncerns that orphaned KZN learners may be forced into child labour following floods - 
SABC News | 17 May 2022 

The KwaZulu-Natal MEC for Education, Kwazi Mshengu, says the recent floods have 
left many learners orphaned, which might force them into child labour. Mshengu was 
taking part in a panel discussion at the fifth Global Conference on the Eradication of 
Child Labour in Durban. Mshengu believes that historical injustice is primarily to blame 
for South Africa’s child labour and lack of education. He claims that children working 
in agriculture are forced to work due to social disparities. He says, however, that South 
Africa has made progress in keeping children in school, adding that statistics show 
that more than 90% of children in the country are now attending school. Here 

  

https://www.hst.org.za/publications/Pages/HSTBulletin.aspx
https://www.hst.org.za/Pages/Subscription.aspx
https://www.timeslive.co.za/politics/2022-05-15-sa-cannot-recover-fully-till-kzn-is-back-on-track-ramaphosa/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/kzn-floods-minister-dlamini-zuma-urges-municipalities-to-speed-up-aid-to-communities/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/kzn-floods-minister-dlamini-zuma-urges-municipalities-to-speed-up-aid-to-communities/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/child-labour-persistence-is-as-a-result-of-discriminatory-world-order-kailash-satyarthi/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/child-labour-persistence-is-as-a-result-of-discriminatory-world-order-kailash-satyarthi/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/concern-that-ophaned-kzn-learners-may-be-forced-into-child-labour-following-floods/
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Anti-vaccination 

Many photos with this hashtag. Not sure what it means.  
 

 
Still many of these going around, saying people die from 
the vaccine.  

 
 
 
 
 
Nice money making scheme 
https://www.earthley.com/product/vaccine-detox-set/ 

 
 

https://www.earthley.com/product/vaccine-detox-set/
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Misinformation/Disinformation 
 

Africa: No, Pharmaceutical Company VP Not Arrested and 
Coronavirus Vaccine Not Experimental 
All Africa | 17 May 2022 

A number of social media posts claim that Rady Johnson, the executive vice president 
of pharmaceutical company Pfizer, has been arrested and charged with multiple 
counts of fraud by US federal agents. 

One version of the posts include what looks like a screenshot of a tweet from an 
account with the name "Trevor Lloyd-Jones" and the handle @lloydjones. The tweet 
reads: "It's started. Vice President of #Pfizer has been arrested at his home and 
charged with multiple counts of fraud by US federal agents. #PfizeGate #PfizerDump". 

Article actually appeared on openly satirical website that clearly states their mandate 
as such: At the bottom of the article, Vancouver Times includes a disclaimer: "This is 
a satire article. Health officials in Canada consider vaccines to be safe and effective."  
"Vancouver Times is the most trusted source for satire on the West Coast. We write 
satirical stories about issues that affect conservatives. We are not affiliated with the 
mainstream media (CBC, CTV etc.) in any way, and any similarities between our 
content and the work of the MSM is purely coincidental. Here 
 

Conspiracy theorists flock to bird flu, spreading falsehoods 
Oregon Primary Results | 17 May 2022 

An outbreak of avian flu is forcing farmers to cull their flocks. There’s another 
pernicious force at work: a potent wave of misinformation that claims the bird flu isn’t 
real. “I understand the frustration with how COVID was handled. I understand the lack 
of trust in the media today. I get it. But this is real."  

Mistrust and misinformation now about other illnesses, not just COVID anymore. “I 
understand the frustration with how COVID was handled. I understand the lack of trust 
in the media today. I get it. But this is real." Here 
 

Vaccine mandating (New guidelines, etc.) 

No severance pay for employee who refused Covid vaccination 
GroundUp | 17 May 2022 

A long-term employee who was retrenched because she refused to get a Covid 
vaccination was not entitled to a severance package, the Commission for Conciliation, 
Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) has ruled. 

 An employee of a medical equipment supply company who refused to be vaccinated 
against Covid was not entitled to severance pay, the CCMA has ruled. The company, 
Baroque Medical, had informed employees during consultations that this was an 
“operational requirement”.  

The employee was retrenched when she refused to comply. Commissioner Piet van 
Staden found that her refusal to be vaccinated was not reasonable and that it would 
be “grossly unfair” to expect the company to pay severance. The share has slowly 
declined since March 12, when it touched a pandemic-era peak of 7.1%.  (Here) 

 

https://www.sc.edu/uofsc/posts/2022/05/conversation_negative_attitudes_to_vaccines_on_twitter.php#.Ynt8y-hBw2w
https://www.opb.org/article/2022/05/17/conspiracy-theorists-flock-to-bird-flu-spreading-falsehoods/
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/no-severance-pay-emloyee-who-refused-covid-vaccination/
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Updates – boosters, new variants 

South Africa’s fifth Covid wave may already be peaking: expert 
Business Tech | 16 May 2022 

While the national government is still reticent to say 
whether South Africa has entered into a fifth wave of 
Covid-19, senior researcher at the Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research (CSIR), Dr Ridhwaan Suliman, 
says the country entered into the latest wave some three 
weeks ago, and may already be seeing new infections 
slow down. 
While the national government is still reticent to say 
whether South Africa has entered into a fifth wave of 
Covid-19, senior researcher at the Council for Scientific 

and Industrial Research (CSIR), Dr Ridhwaan Suliman, says the country entered into 
the latest wave some three weeks ago, and may already be seeing new infections 
slow down. However, the good news is that people have built up immunity against the 
virus – either through acquired immunity via vaccine or through previous infection – 
and the number of infections is becoming increasingly decoupled from severe 
hospitalisations and death. Here 

 

 

 
UNICEF South Africa COVID-19 Situation Report No. 20: January - April 2022 
Unicef | 13 May 2022 

UNICEF continued to support the rollout of COVID-19 vaccinations, including direct 
cold chain support to the Department of Health and through Risk Communication and 
Community Engagement (RCCE) including social listening, data and evidence 
collection and community mobilisation and engagement. 
The national vaccination rate is nearing 50% but variations exist, from 36% of youth 
(18 - 34) vaccinated, to almost 70% of the 60+ cohort. Here 

 

https://businesstech.co.za/news/lifestyle/585452/fifth-wave-looms-large-as-south-africa-records-over-7500-new-covid-infections/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/lifestyle/585452/fifth-wave-looms-large-as-south-africa-records-over-7500-new-covid-infections/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/lifestyle/586636/south-africas-fifth-covid-wave-may-already-be-peaking-expert/
https://reliefweb.int/report/south-africa/unicef-south-africa-covid-19-situation-report-no-20-january-april-2022
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What is post-Covid syndrome? 
Times Live | 13 May 2022 

 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) says there are 
adults and children who experience post-Covid 
syndrome after infection with the coronavirus.  
This means developing symptoms long after recovery 
from the virus.  
The organisation’s chief scientist Dr Soumya 
Swaminathan said symptoms of post-Covid syndrome 
include fatigue and headaches. She said these 
symptoms can persist for weeks, and in some cases 
months. (Here)  
 

How Omicron infection turbo-charges vaccinated people’s immunity 
Business Tech | 15 May 2022 

People who are vaccinated and then get infected with omicron may be primed to 
overcome a broad range of coronavirus variants, early research suggests. 
A pair of studies showed that infection produced even better immune responses than 
a booster shot in vaccinated patients. 
“We should think about breakthrough infections as essentially equivalent to another 
dose of vaccine,” said John Wherry, a professor and director of the Institute for 
Immunology at the University of Pennsylvania who wasn’t involved in the research but 
reviewed the BioNTech study. Crucially, the Washington team also found that the 
broad response was missing in unvaccinated people who had caught omicron as their 
first exposure to the virus. This “would be a problem if a new variant that is significantly 
different emerged,” Veesler said. Here 
 
University Of Pretoria: Influx Of COVID-19 Paediatric Cases In Early Omicron 
Stages Put Pressure On Tshwane Hospitals – UP Study Finds 

India Education | 16 May 2022 

A multidisciplinary study led by two University of Pretoria (UP) researchers has found 
that Tshwane District hospitals were under immense pressure to provide clinical 
services in the face of an influx of paediatric patients (under 19 years old) during the 
early stages of the COVID-19 Omicron wave in November and December 2021. 
Conducted over a six-week period in which 6 287 paediatric COVID-19 cases were 
recorded in Tshwane. 

“Information obtained during the study revealed that young children (0–4 years) were 
most affected,” the researchers explained. “Symptoms included fever (61%), coughing 
(57%), shortness of breath (31%), seizures (31%), vomiting (26%) and diarrhoea 
(25%). The length of hospital stay was short, averaging 3.2 days, and in 45% of cases, 
COVID-19 was the primary diagnosis.” Here 
 

  

https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1525759797492162560
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2022-05-16-what-is-post-covid-syndrome/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/trending/586586/how-omicron-infection-turbo-charges-vaccinated-peoples-immunity/
https://indiaeducationdiary.in/university-of-pretoria-influx-of-covid-19-paediatric-cases-in-early-omicron-stages-put-pressure-on-tshwane-hospitals-up-study-finds/
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Death Toll: It’s not too late to get COVID vaccinations 
News and Sentinel | 19 May 2022 

Earlier this week, the United States surpassed 1 million deaths from COVID-19 since 
early 2020. That number alone might not be a surprise, but when we learn the majority 
of those deaths — 614,305 — occurred AFTER the availability of a vaccine, it is more 
of a shock. A study by Brown School of Public Health estimated 318,981 of those 
deaths could have been prevented by vaccination.  
 
According to a report by WBOY in Clarksburg, the study showed more than 61 percent 
— 3,350 — of the COVID-19 deaths in West Virginia could have been prevented if all 
Mountain State residents had been vaccinated. Here 
 

Pandemic and Women 

COVID, skin contact & kangaroos: How SA’s hospital rules are adapting 

Bhekisisa | 16 May 2022 

 
Pregnant women aren’t more likely to get infected 
with SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) 
than anyone else, but they are at greater risk of 
becoming very ill if they catch the germ.  
 
This is especially the case in the last 12 weeks of 
pregnancy, and this is still the case two years into the 
pandemic. It’s in this light that the national 
department of health has published new guidelines 
for the care of mothers and newborns in the context 
of the ever-present threat of COVID-19.  
 

The guidelines incorporate new scientific and operational evidence. The aim is to 
ensure that clinical care for mothers, babies and children during the pandemic remains 
relevant, practical and evidence-based. 
The main themes are the integration of COVID-19 care into routine maternal and 
childcare services, non-separation of mother-baby pairs (as a rule rather than the 
exception), vaccination against COVID-19 (as applicable), non-pharmaceutical 
interventions for infection prevention and control, respectful maternity care, and 
support for maternal and healthcare workers’ mental health. 
 
Kangaroo mother care is a method of caring for preterm infants which involves the 
infants being carried, usually by the mother, with skin-to-skin contact. The practice 
was stopped in some settings to prevent COVID-19 infections and outbreaks. The new 
guidelines focus on enabling a mother to breastfeed her infant and practise skin-to-
skin contact, even in the context of COVID-19 infection and even if the baby requires 
admission to the neonatal unit. Here 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bhekisisa.org/health-news-south-africa/2022-05-16-covid-skin-contact-kangaroos-how-sas-hospital-rules-are-adapting/
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For widows in Africa, COVID-19 stole their husbands, homes and future 

ABC News | 16 May 2022 
 

With African men far more likely to die of 
COVID-19 than women, the virus has created 
an even larger population of widows on the 
continent. 
But just weeks into the mourning period that 
traditionally lasts six months, her late husband's 
relatives stopped providing food, then 
confronted her directly. "They told me that it was 
better for me to find my own way," Anayo, now 
29, said. 
Across Africa, widowhood has long befallen 
great numbers of women — particularly in the 
continent's least-developed countries where 
medical facilities are scarce. Many widows are 
young, having married men decades older. 

And in some countries, men frequently have more than one wife, leaving several 
widows behind when they die. 
Now, the coronavirus pandemic has created an even larger population of widows on 
the continent. Here 
 

Pandemic and Children 
 

Spotlight on vaccines: COVID-19 vaccinations for children and new vaccines 

in development - World Economic Forum | 17 May 2022 

 
More than 11 billion COVID-19 vaccines have been 
given and the focus is shifting to children in many 
countries. 
The World Health Organization’s chief scientist 
explains how safe COVID-19 vaccines are for 
children. 
The roll-out of COVID-19 vaccinations has raised 
hopes that vaccines against other germs will be fast-
tracked - but how likely is that and which illnesses are 

being targeted? In many countries, the focus has now shifted to vaccinating children 
in an effort to further limit the spread of the coronavirus. The success of COVID-19 
vaccines also raises hopes for the creation of other vaccines to slow transmission of 
and even eradicate other illnesses. Here 
 

  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-05-16/widows-africa-covid-husbands/101069446
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/05/covid19-vaccines-children-who/
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It’s The Youngest Children Who Lost The Most From Lockdown 
Forbes | 17 May 2022 

Younger children seem to have suffered the most from school closures imposed during 
lockdowns. In addition to affecting literacy and numeracy skills, lockdowns also 
hindered the development of language and communication, physical co-ordination and 
social and emotional skills, according to new research.  

The findings point towards the early years of education as a key target for interventions 
to help reverse the Covid-19 learning loss. And they back up fears at the start of the 
pandemic that the social and emotional impact of lockdowns could be as damaging as 
the effect on education.  

Millions of children around the world saw their education disrupted over the past two 
years, with exams, school transitions and regular school thrown into disarray. Here 
 
 
Explaining the complex impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on children with 
overweight and obesity: a comparative ecological analysis of parents’ 
perceptions in three countries - BMC Public Health | 17 May 2022 

The Covid-19 pandemic has changed children’s eating and physical activity 
behaviours. These changes have been positive for some households and negative for 
others, revealing health inequalities that have ramifications for childhood obesity. This 
study investigates the pandemic’s impact on families of children aged 2–6 years with 
overweight or obesity. Here 
 
 

Vaccination in sports 
 

SA’s vaccine troubles include a shortage of megaphones – but soccer is helping 
Business Insider South Africa | 18 May 2022 

South Africa's vaccine rate is terrible. 
Part of the problem is a lack of tools, including megaphones, districts say. Bad roads 
and bad weather also don't help. 
But tying vaccination to soccer is proving powerful. 
Here 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/new-pandemic-adversely-affected-young-childrens-development-with-fewer-reaching-expected-levels-by-the-end-of-reception-class
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nickmorrison/2020/05/15/its-not-childrens-education-we-should-worry-about-its-their-mental-health/?sh=7776f3e71fcb
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/why-vaccine-rates-are-low-in-south-africa-reports-from-regions-highlight-logistics-issues-2022-5
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

9. District: Namakwa 
Date: 12 May 2022 Communicator name: H.T. Lottering 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments 

in different groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 

 Continued recklessness, especially amongst the youth, in spite of warnings of a looming fifth wave and the surges of Covid-19. 

 Very few totally unvaccinated people are showing up at vaccination sites.  

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 

 The announcement that the R350 grant will no longer be paid out by the Post Office is just another ploy by the 

government to dishonor its commitment towards the unemployed section of the population. 

 The Covid-19 vaccines cause infertility in both men and women (means of birth control). 

 Negative Covid-19 tests mean that the subjects are immune to the virus. 

 Enough people have been vaccinated to reach herd immunity in South Africa. 

 

3. CHALLENGES 
Strategy to find solution to 

challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Ways to improve communication with 

communities. 

Liaise with schools to disseminate 
the weekly vaccination 
programme. 

School managers, SGB’s, learners. 

B. Lack of infographics (posters) in 

Afrikaans to specifically explain and 

promote the importance of boosters. 

Request media expert/s to assist 
with the design and production of 
posters. 

University of Pretoria (Ex DGMT) NC 
Cohort 

C. Non-compliance to Covid-19 protocols by 

businesses such as night clubs, taverns, 

restaurants, etc.  

Meeting with local government 
structures and business chamber 
to discuss the non-compliance of 
businesses. 

Local government structures and 
business chamber. 

SUCCESSES   

 Compilation of a crossword puzzle relating to Covid-19 that will be published in the Namakwalander (weekly 

newspaper). 
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YOUTH MOBILISATION AGE GROUP: 18 years and older. 

3. SENTIMENT  The announcement that the R350 grant will no longer be paid out by the 

Post Office is just another ploy by the government to dishonor its 

commitment towards the unemployed section of the population. 

The re-application for the R350 grant is just another way of eliminating 

many of them access to the fund. 

4. REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT  

               VACCINATING? 

 Distrust in the government. 

 Lack of interest in rebuilding and strengthening the economy of the country 

due to their unemployment. 

3. WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM  
     VACCINATION 

 Free transport to vaccination sites and other incentives such as free airtime 

and data. 

 Compulsory vaccination for members of sports clubs and youth 

organizations. 

 In service vaccination for the employed ones. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

10. District: Central Karoo 
Date: 16/05/2022 Communicator name: Johnay Mentoor 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 

 In one area people who have changed they religion to Judaïsme (Jode) telling the people to not vaccinate as they will not live long after 
taking the vaccine. It’s a trap to wipe people out 

3. CHALLENGES 

Undocumented people are reluctant to go and vaccinate. 

Many people over 50+ came for boosters, but very few youth come to get vaccinated. 

SUCCESSES:  

Vaccine acceptance is very high in my area in youth age 12-17 years of age   

YOUTH MOBILISATION AGE GROUP 

1. SENTIMENT  
Vaccine are increasing in youth 12-34 as the come for they first jab and most people 50+ are 
coming for booster only youth 25+ are not coming forward to get vaccinated  

2. REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT  
VACINATING? 

 
They feel that they need to get paid to get vaccinated  

3. WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM  
VACCINATION 

Data or airtime would encourage them as youth don’t always have data for social media  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

11. District: Swartland Date: Communicator name: 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
The vaccine is acceptance increasing especially by the elderly people, Young people also went for vaccines and newly ones also have been at the 
vaccine sites as I went to visit the vaccine sites. But there are lots of young people who are not interested and get frustrated at us when we talk 
about the vaccine cause they think the Covid is gone but it is still real. 
 
3. CHALLENGES And Strategy to find solution to 

challenge 
 

A. Some youngsters are still ignorant and against the vaccine 
and are just not interested as the elderly people that make sure 
they are up to date with their vaccines.  The youngsters have no 
clue and have wrong information about the vaccine cause of 
social media that post wrong information about the vaccine.  
They also asked why must they get boosters everytime as there 
was suppose to be only one injection.  Their are also people that 
are against the vaccine due to religious reasons.    

I tried my best to explain to them that the body is excepting the vaccine that is 
why some of them get sick and there are some people that don’t get sick.  We 
have to be extra careful with the winter that is coming and I also informed them 
that the booster helps to fight against the fact that they will be hospitilized if in 
contact with a person who is positive and can fully recover at home.  I also 
explained to them not to listen to the people that are against the vaccine but do 
it for their own safety and their own health. 

4. SUCCESSES 
The communities are thankful for the notices that we put up for vaccine sites that will be open in the different areas that I went to, assisted by 
community workers. Also got permission from children to vaccinate their bedridden parents.  
5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
The community workers are also doing their best to inform the people about the vaccine sites that will be open on specific dates at areas where I 
cannot reach and I thank them for their motivation also to people to get vaccinated as they know how important it is as we are moving into the 
winter season. 
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YOUTH MOBILISATION AGE GROUP 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing 
in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments 
in different groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; 
using internet or not?) 
 
 

Vaccine are being accepted mostly by the elderly.  The elderly people are very 
causious about their health as the young people that just don’t care about their 
health and safety against getting Covid.  There were new registrations when I 
did vaccine site visits and I am very proud of the youngsters that came for their 
vaccines who knows how important it is to take the vaccine.  

2. REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT 
VACINATING? 

They are scared due to not having the correct information and gangsterism are 
playing a big role under the youngsters as they get influenced by the older 
gangsters. 

3. WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM 
VACCINATION 

I have informed them how important the vaccine is, especially the young 
people. Their future is still ahead of them and to be vaccinated they can go and 
study further and also get into places by being vaccinated and I also informed 
them that the numbers of active cases are rising due to the winter season that 
we are getting into at this point. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

12. District: OR Tambo 
Date: 16/05/2022 Communicator name:Sibongasonke 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  

a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or 

 I was in a taxi the other day and it was only me and this other guy on the back wearing a mask now the lady next to him was cough and she 
was asking me to close the window when the old guy said no the window can not be closed you are not even wearing your mask the lady said 
the mask makes the coughing worse the gentlemen said no sisi don’t close that window you see I am also sick I am from the doctor but I 
listen to radio it was said we must open windows in taxis I was so happy but I was shy to say it was me on the radio saying that . Its good to 
know that people listen and actually implement . 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS  

 
The mask makes coughing worse 

 
 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
Transport communication equipment we are suffering we do not even have branding about the vaccine iec material addressing myths  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

13. District: Ilembe 
Date:09-15 May 2022 Communicator name: Malusi Cele 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  

a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
Some people do not understand why they need booster shots after being told they were fully vaccinated 

4. SUCCESSES 

Over the past week, we managed to combine child protection week activities with covid-19 awareness and sharing of all relevant 
information 
YOUTH MOBILISATION AGE GROUP 

1. SENTIMENT  There is generally Covid fatigue in many communities, when interacting with people on the 
ground, many do not even want to hear about Covid and vaccinations anymore 

2. REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT  
VACINATING? 

Some people believe that should they get infected with Covid, they will have minor symptoms, 
some even claim to have been infected in the past and recovered without any severe illness 

3. WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM  
VACCINATION 

 People tend to agree to vaccination when health care professionals visit them in their places 
of residence, more door to door campaigns can assist in this regard or visit to areas where 
people are easily accessible 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
14. District: Bojanala 

09.05.2022-15.05.2022 Communicator name:KATLEGO SITO 

1. SENTIMENT 

Serious intervention should be made to the people at rurals as they have shown interest to vaccinate but they cannot easily reach the vaccination 
sites. Once again let me emphasize the fact of closing off vaccination sites, it is really not working for us. Most of the people here in bojanala are 
the working class, they knock off the very same time that the vaccination sites are closed. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR  

There are still myths and misinformation going around, whereby people still  believe that all those who are already vaccinated will all die at the 
same day at the same time. They say the government leaders has the remote control of our lifes whereby they will just press the "die" button 
whenever they see fit. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

The knock off time of the vaccination teams as 
well as the 4:00 time of returning vaccines is not 
okay at all as people wants to vaccinate when 
they come from work and they usually find no 
one at the vaccine sites 

We should really introduce shifts which will give 
people to up to about 9h00 pm so that they get a 
chance to vaccinate after after coming from work 

DoH 
All the partners  
Vaccination teams 
 

B. Most Areas of bojanala are either rurals or 
townships so people have always struggled to 
access the medical health facilities and even 
currently, they can't access the vaccination sites 
as they are farer from them 

The sites should be established effectively 
especially after consulting with the residents on the 
ground.transport should be provided whenever 
needed. Records of people who need door to door 
vaccinations should be kept by the mobilisers and 
present them so that action can be taken 

Mobilisers 
Team managers and members 
Transport partners 

C. the people say they want incentives to 
continue so that it motivates them to take the 
vaccine. 

Continuous and enough funding should be 
presented to the partners so that they can come up 
with initiatives, incentives as well as programs that 
will encourage vaccine uptake 

funders 
Partners 
Doh and the government 

Myths and misinformation still doing the round Mobilisers and teams should be on the ground 
mostly so that they can answer questions and give 

Mobilisers 
All partners 
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clarity when needed. They should also be updated 
with new information on daily basis so that they can 
effectively answer questions in an updated manner 

All the stakeholders  

4. SUCCESSES... The continuous incentive program such as the current one of "KeReady to Vax" is really encouraging and motivating people to 

vaccinate.the weekly radio slots are also playing a crucial role in ensuring that we reach high volumes of people at one time. We get positive 
feedback on these radio interviews. On daily basis through our ground weekly we manage to chance few of the people' s perspective and attitude 
towards the vaccine. That really give me some sleep at night knowing that whenever I get on the ground to interact with the people , especially 
anti vaxers, some change and opt for vaccine. 
 

5. ANYTHING ELSE Vaccination should be taken to the people as they don't want to come to us as they believe they have nothing to loose as 
they survived all four waves without being vaccinated. Vaccine importance should be preached regularly . Let me emphasize the fact that the 
knock off time of vaccination teams will not get us anywhere as it won't enable us to vaccinate the working class people. Continuous intervention 
with the people on the ground should be made as there are new myths and misinformations everyday. 

 

YOUTH MOBILISATION AGE GROUP  

1. SENTIMENT The acceptance is currently increasing but the problem is reaching the sites as well as taking 
action as we usually lack sites that are near to the people 

2. REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT  
VACINATING?  

Most of the young people here are ignorant and are not afraid of anything. They fear vaccine 
rather than covid 19 itself. 

3. WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM  
VACCINATION 

More mobilisation, interactions as well as dialogues on local level 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

15. District: City of 
Johannesburg Date: 17th May 2022 Communicator name: Nomzamo Gcwensa 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not? 
The vaccine acceptance is increasing with the youth. The reason is due to the school zone which makes it easy to access vaccines.  

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A.Reluctant people who still believe it will make 
no difference if they don’t vaccinate 

Sharing real life stories of reluctant individuals 
and how they ended up vaccinating after 
healing from COVID19 

District 

B.School learners feel conflicted and obliged to 
take the vaccine due to the fear of 
hospitalization.  

Encouraging them not to fear because they will 
not feel the pain of the injection. That’s its only 
side effects they might experience for 2-3 days 
or nothing at all. 

District 

4. SUCCESSES 

Integration of sports and vaccine support is proving to be a success in the uptake of the vaccine. 
YOUTH MOBILISATION AGE GROUP 12 – 25 years 

1. SENTIMENT  Vaccine intake is increasing, this is due to the fear of hospitalization and death.  

2. REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT  
VACINATING? 

Fear of needles. 

3. WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM  
VACCINATION 

Incentives 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

 

16. District: Cape Winelands 

 
1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
Vaccine uptake is still increasing every week up to now especially now that we are full time back to the factories we see people very keen to take 
their booster shots. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERN 
No misinformation we experienced even this whole of this week. 

3. CHALLENGES 
Finding more to vaccinate on the ages 12-17.  
Still the same purpose of taking vaccine is still a driving force for the youth to come and vaccinate like sport, clubs choirs 
Soccer associations. Multi purpose centres, 
Youth centres and Churches. 

 
4. SUCCESSES 
Our success still lies on the door to door vaccination where people are kept away from any form of stigmatization and immediate response to the fears 
that the  people can have. Door to door gives the community members a fair chance to ventilate and be attended to. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

17. District: eThekwini  
Date: 09-13 May 2022                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Communicator name: Duduza Ngcobo 

1. SENTIMENT  

I am currently allocated in two sited in which I conduct mobilization and loud hailing supporting team with health education and conducting one on 
one sessions. I would say that people are coming to vaccinate but young people are still hesitant to vaccinate, Some need one on one because of 
the misinformation from social media. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
Working with Local Radio Station is very helpful because all the topics that we cover people are able to ask questions and we also reach many 
people in a short space of time, We are now working with crack team from the district and we go to priority sites also get a chance of engaging 
with community during Pop-Up sites were will have on one and groups  

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Man sometimes come on site already drunk 
but one to vaccinate that becomes a problem 
because we have turn them away and tell come 
on the other day. We still have a challenge of 
the people who come Snake at eMakhosini Pop 
site and they rob people and go. We have told 
police about this they still come. 

I do loud hailing in the sites in which I am 
allocated and also do one on session 
sometimes Man do come back and vaccinate 
after I have explained to them about the 
vaccines. We have decided to stop loud hailing 
during that time when these people with 
snakes come on site but we do continue with 
one on one sessions. These people stay for 
45min to an hour. then they go.  We then 
continue with our daily activities.  

Supporting Partners do come on sites. 
AURAM or HST especially eMakhosini to do 
HIV testing and Prep. I find it very helpful 
because sometimes people will only one to 
do HIV testing but after testing then he/she 
then decide to vaccinate. It use to happen 
even the Health Department was doing it.    

B. Transport is still a problem on weekend 
because only few people who likes to work on 
weekends. When it happens people use their 
own transport to get to work. I currently use my 
own transport everyday going work going to 
both sites. 

We also conduct radio interviews with radio 
stations in making sure that we inform people 
about new pop-up sites and ongoing local 
facilities. 
 

Local facilities are now vaccinating people on 
day to day basis this also  play very 
important role if they will always open for 
walk inns even on weekends to those 
facilities that opens on weekends 

C. EThekwini District is very big and resources 
are not enough to cover the whole area It’s even 
worse when you don’t have your own transport 

We now have more partners who are willing to 
work with the district with community dialogues 
and assist us to get more people to vaccinate. 

More clinical staff and mobilisers on sites. 
Community leaders’ engagement 
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4. SUCCESSES 
As I work in Durban CBD with all vaccine vales the we are given each and every day we don’t have wastage. I make it a point that we finish them. 
The implementation of vaccination in Soccer Stadiums and in local facilities has increased the number of people vaccinating. 
Umlazi Team are doing very because they do door to door and send people to local facilities they report daily. Working with committed team 
members is very helpful because people vaccinated from both sites are now bringing their partners or family members as well. , 
5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request 
Working with NGOs with Community mobilisers will increase the numbers of people coming on pop up sites to vaccinate. 
I strongly believe that mobilizers must have loud hailers to mobile and vaccination must be conducted on daily basis. I also believe that it’s doable  
Radio interviews will play vital role in creative awareness and the demand in the community. 
I kindly request that we conduct events for youth in the community on weekends twice a month.  

YOUTH MOBILISATION AGE GROUP 

Working with schools and Tertiary Institutions will be very helpful. Local leaders and community organizations  
I have contacted the NGO funded to work with youth but they have done anything so far. 
As we have Pop up sites in Durban CBD the number young people keeping to vaccinate is increasing although it still low. 

1. SENTIMENT eThekwini young people are now coming to vaccinate in Pop –up sites and Loud hailing and 
health information work wonders. Radio interviews plays vital role in sharing and responding to 
myths and misinformation on social media about vaccination, 

2. REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT  
VACINATING? 

 

Young people are reluctant to vaccinate due to misinformation and also peer pressure 
Adverse side effect in social media is also reason for people not vaccinating. 
With the number increasing day by day young people are coming to vaccinate but we need to 
have a mobile going to the communities twice a day and in Malls around Umlazi and 
Mobilizer’s loud hailing on Sites we also need sound system on site, 

3. WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM  
VACCINATION 

Community dialogue  
Radio interviews local and Campus radio stations 
Vouchers and Data 
Vaccination Drive with Artist as role models 
Sport competitions 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

18. District: Dr Ruth Segomotsi Mompati 
Date: 16 May 2022 Communicator name:  Tebogo Olifant  

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
Many Youth have got a different view towards getting vaccinated, they are much more exposed to internet and read lots of MYTH 
written by the anti-vaxers, and develop their reasoning from there.  

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 

- People are going to become Zombies after vaccinating 
- Generally people are scared of the vaccine side effects, they think it’s going to kill them.  

- There has been a message spread of severe side-effects to those who have vaccinated. 

- Youth believe that vaccine has a micro-chip that will be used to track people’s movement. 
- Youth think that vaccine is for older people, since they are the only one that get very sick with covid19. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Mobilization is hard because we lack 
transport 

Arrange a meeting with the dept of health to 
assist with transport 

People in rural areas 

B. Although we share materials with the 
department. They never present it on 
vaccination side. 

DC to encourage Solidarity mobilizers to 
ensure clients receive the material.  

District Communicator and Solidarity 
Mobilizer  

C. It was difficult to work because of the 
rain 

Do more work when it’s not raining to cover 
those times of rain 

Tebogo Olifant 

D. Some Young people do not have smart 
phone to enter the competition. 

Encourage them to borrow smart phones from 
others and enter the competition 

Imologa Community Projects 

4. SUCCESSES 

- District Facilitator are available to assist with stakeholder management 
- Vaccine site became more convenient for people because it’s available in most common places. 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
The District Development Model team together with other stakeholders have joined the drive for vaccination in the within the district. More sub 
districts are coming to the party.  
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YOUTH MOBILISATION 

 

1) SENTIMENT  
- #Keready programme has brought live to youth who use to 

feel excluded from the massage regarding Vaccination. 
- The youth’s response to vaccine is average in my area, were 

more youth responding and getting vaccinated.  
- More women are getting vaccinated. 
- Boys and Men are not coming in numbers to be vaccinated. 
- Due to the demographic of this area, vaccine sites are 

sometimes far from the people. 
- Communication does not reach the intended people due to 

network connections. 

2) REASONS WHY THEY ARE NOT VACCINATING? - They don’t believe in vaccine. 

- The youth feels that vaccine is no-longer relevant since few 
people are sick from covid19. 

- Some youth who are able to connect, get to read website of 
people who are against vaccine. 

- There a problem of youth without IDs. 

- Youth do not have full info on the benefit of vaccination. 
3) WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM VACCINATION - Youth like incentives when they do something,  

- Youth like to do activities which will encourage them to 
vaccinate: e.g Sports and entertainment  

- If they see more of their peers vaccinated. 
- If their role models are vaccinated. 
- Entertainment   
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

19. District: Harry Gwala 
Date: 09 May  2022  – 15  May  2022 Communicator name: Mongezi Mayizole 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  

 Couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in 

different groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?)  
Vaccination is accepted by the young peope because of the mandatory regulations in a number of employers and learning institutions. 
Men and women are accepting the vaccine and those who have not yet vaccinated they go to vaccination sites as they are worried about 
the fifth wave and when we go to the farm areas people are coming in numbers. The youth that is vaccinated started to encourage others 
especially after the Keready Program 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, and QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT: The social media is full of 

information from the Keready Programs and some youth after being vaccinated they encourage others to vaccinate through the social 
media.. They are willing to vaccinate to protect their jobs and education. The radio slots assisted us a lot as most of the youth in our 
district are listening to our Community Radio. I had the Radio Slots with some of the District Officials including the District PRO. I have 
also conducted Covid-19 Vaccination education at schools and TVET Colleges. 

3. CHALLENGES:  
We have less challenges than before as the 
youth is encouraging each other to vaccinate 

 
Councillors, Church Leaders and the Vax 

Champs 

A. We have less challenges than before as the 
youth is encouraging each other to vaccinate 

 Youth Leadership, Faith Based 
Organisations, Traditional Leadership and 
Local Councillors. 
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